


EDITORS
NOTE

“Courage is the acid test of political
worth. To wear the Black shirt will test

your courage, I hope you have this
courage. If you should join us I can

promise you this, when you have put
on the black shirt you will become a
knight of Fascism, of a political and
spiritual order. You will be reborn

anew. The Black shirt is the emblem of
a new faith that has risen again in our

land.

To all those who have heard our
message I say; If you are men and

women worthy of the new age and the
new civilisation that is opening out

before you; If you have an ounce of
political courage within you; If you are

revolutionaries ready to wield the
Fascist axe to destroy all the rot within
the present system; If you are patriots
with a passionate love for your country
and desire to see it the brightest and
fairest land under heaven, then come

and join us.

If you believe in the true greatness of
Britain, if you believe that the

Corporate State will bring economic
salvation, then you will be received
with joy in the New British Union of

Fascists.

But the Black shirt is the test”
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FOR BRITAIN 
Peter Hollings

Before I get to the comments about
the meeting let me make a point about
what many of us would recognise as

the secretive organisation(s) (the
Deep State) that wield an enormously
powerful global influence over many of
the governments of the world including
our own here in the UK. It is relevant

to the main narrative below.

Not everyone agrees of course that
our politicians are but mere puppets,
subservient to a Hidden Hand 'elite',
but, whether you believe it or not - it

exists and it is very real.

I now need to make a brief distinction
between Zionism and International

Zionism.
Zionism: An international movement
originally for the establishment of a

Jewish national or religious community
in Palestine and later for the support of

modern Israel.

International Zionism: Or in other
words the Internationalists, Globalists,
Bankers, New World Order proponents

including the neo-Cons.

I have no issue with the former and I
take no sides in the conflict between

the Israelis and the Palestinians. With
regards to the latter, the International

Zionists, I have big, big problems.

Not content with simply wanting a
homeland for Jewish people in the
Middle East, these Internationalists

desire world domination and will stop

at nothing to realise their ambition.
This cartel of crooks and gangsters

inhabit all those influential institutions
of society that inform, educate,

entertain, finance and legislate our
daily lives.

They understand that to achieve a
desirable outcome they must first

destroy the nation state and nowhere
is that project so vital to them than

here in Western Europe.

Now back to yesterday's meeting.
Anne Marie Waters, the party leader

was the main attraction of the evening.
Sat with her on the top table was the

local candidate for the Temple
Newsam ward (where back in the

good old days the BNP would poll 22-
23%) a mixed race chap by the name

of Billy Baldwin.

Billy's a very personable and friendly
sort of fella with enough charisma and
personality to ensure he'll get a pretty
impressive share of the vote I should

think (if he can knock on enough doors
between now and May 2nd). I had a

chat with him before the main
proceedings commenced and I made

a point about wanting to put a question
or two to AMW with regards to her
views on racial-nationalism. I even

suggested he sound her out about my
intention before I confronted her. He
assured me that there would be no
need, that she was pretty much on

board with that idea (my interpretation
of his actual reply) and that he too

believed in racial-nationalism (all the
cynics out there, including myself, are
raising their eyebrows at this point in
the proceedings). I have one or two



concerns that he has had previous
employment with various government

departments to be honest.

One thing that struck me immediately
about the audience, which I would
estimate to be around the 70 mark,

give or take, was the high proportion
of females in attendance. Around 40%
were women and it's no coincidence

given that the party leader and special
guest was also a woman who is

basically a feminist activist.

It's a sign of the times and a measure
of how ineffective the nationalist

movement has become when avowed
racial-nationalists think it worth going

to check out a political meeting at
which centre-stage sit a 'former' leftist
Labour supporting, gay rights activist
and a dark-skinned mixed race man.

There was no shortage of
representation from the so-called 'far
right' in the crowd last night either I

can tell you.

AMW has strong views on Islam as
everyone knows by know. It's the

reason she fell foul of UKIP when she
was a member. She's also very keen
on Human Rights issues and animal

welfare (opposing both halal and
kosher forms of slaughter) - good for
her, aren't we all? But now we really

start to confront the 'meat and two veg'
of what people need to realise about
Anne Marie Waters and it concerns

the reasons for my initial points
regarding the Hidden Hand and

International Zionism.

Either AMW is extremely politically
naive or she is yet another high profile
shill for the afore-mentioned Hidden

Hand. A small group of right-wing
'hardliners' who neither myself or Tony
M had seen before made comments

that alluded to exactly what I was
pointing out previously about who

really controls the government. They
carefully avoided calling a spade a
spade as it were, but AMW knew

exactly what they were alluding to.

Her reply? I can't quote exactly what
she said (the event was filmed so it

may pop up on social media very soon
if it hasn't done already) but, she was
at great pains to insist that there was

no such thing as 'puppet-masters' and
that everything that was wrong with

the way Parliament operates is purely
down to incompetence on the part of
our elected representatives. She is

wrong - very wrong! Right or wrong, I'll
concede that she very definitely won
over the vast majority of the audience

last night.

Do you see now why I have such a
hard time supporting civic nationalist
parties? Just like AMW they are in
denial that multi-billionaire globalist
financiers (International Zionists),

many in faraway lands, are the true
controlling 'elite' and their interests
and priorities are not the same as
ours. They are responsible for the

catastrophic and anti-white genocidal
project known as mass immigration.
They are responsible for dismantling
our manufacturing industries and the
shipping of thousands of valuable job
opportunities to foreign lands. They
are responsible for the promotion of
degeneracy and perversions the like

that would put 1920s Berlin to shame.
They manipulate the money markets



for selfish gain whilst throwing millions
of our people onto the unemployment

scrapheap and they enrich themselves
to obscene and immoral levels of
wealth whilst poverty flourishes,

people have their homes re-
possessed, old people die of

hypothermia in their unheated homes
and the homeless go without even the

barest necessities to sustain life.

They finance and facilitate the building
of mosques all over the West, they
lobby for legislation that shuts down
free speech and the right to make

justifiable criticisms. They collude with
enemy states and supply arms to

terrorist organisations, AND, the list
just goes on and on.

Suffice to say that after hearing her
refuse to accept that an alternative
higher 'government' exists I thought
that my previous idea to ask where

she stood on the issue of racial-
nationalism had become somewhat

redundant.

I acknowledge that many racial-
nationalists now ply their trade rubbing

shoulders with civic-nationalists in
organisations like For Britain, and

UKIP of course (though strictly
speaking there is a ban on ex-

members of orgs like the BNP, NF and
EDL joining UKIP) and understand
perfectly their reasons for doing so.

The old ways and the old parties have
failed in their attempts to persuade the

majority of the general public to see
things their way. It hasn't always been

the fault of the calibre of individual
within the racial-nationalist movement
that has caused a lack of success. We

were always going to be up against it,
starved of the oxygen of publicity as

we have been due to mainstream
media ownership by the very suspects

I have highlighted above.

Some of our people now think it is
worth involving themselves with civic-
nationalist parties because they see

no other option available to them.
Indeed Entryism is now seen as a

necessary way forward by none other
than our very own Max Musson over
at Western Spring (in tandem with

other initiatives I might add); I tend to
agree.

If we can join up with, and work
alongside, fellow patriots in other

parties that we wouldn't normally give
the time of day to, then that has to be
preferable I think to remaining on the

political sidelines; at least we can
attempt to effect change from within,

so far it seems to be working with
Momentum inside the Labour party -

better than doing nothing or just
sounding off on social media all day

long, don't you think?

Whether you agree or disagree with
my observations and criticisms, let's
not fall out over them, after all we are
fighting the same battles and want the

same endgame ultimately.

Let's not blindly follow anyone who
promises us the Earth and let us

continue to cast a cynical eye over
proceedings for we are very surely

losing our battles presently - LET US
NOT LOSE THE WAR.
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Special Branch
and the British

Fascisti

In Britain, early fascism gained
momentum in the mid-1920s but,

unlike the Italian version, as a
counter-revolutionary rather than a

revolutionary force. The British Fascisti
(BF), the first fascist party in Britain,

was ultra-conservative. It did not
advocate change of government by

revolution, was not overtly anti-
Semitic and was intensely patriotic.

Although the Special Branch monitored
the movement as a paramilitary
organisation that might threaten
public order, it did not consider it
subversive. Certainly MI5 did not

regard it as such; indeed, according to
Andrew, 'until 1933, MI5 "paid

practically no attention" to Nazism —
nor did Whitehall expect that it

should'.

BF's founder, Rotha Lintorn-Orman,
was brought up with those values that

fashioned the imperialist and anti-
socialist attitudes of sections of the

English middle class. She was a
feminist with a strong sense of

patriotic duty. She was opposed to
trade unionism, and socialism, which
she considered was endangering the

British way of life. Although she
admired Mussolini, she appeared to be
unaware of the violence used by the
Fascists in Italy against communists

and socialists opposed to their regime.
Special Branch regarded the friction
between BF and left-wing activists as
a possible threat to public order, and

in 1923 reported to the Cabinet:

On 7 October about 500 people
attended the inaugural meeting of the
London Branch of the British Fascisti.
Miss Bennett, a former suffragette,

opened the meeting but she and two
subsequent speakers were interrupted
to such an extent by extremists that
the meeting became pandemonium
and ended with the singing (by the
opposing factions) of the National

Anthem and 'The Red Flag'.

By the end of 1924, with hundreds of
new recruits enrolling each week, the
British Fascisti opened an office at 71
Elm Park Gardens, London, SW10. In
1926 they were reliably reported to

boast a membership of 185,000. Once
the movement was up and running,

Lintorn-Orman surrendered the
leadership to Brigadier R. B. D.

Blakeney, who became President of
the Grand Council. Lintorn-Orman

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-eGkB9Is2aeM/ViVi2862xJI/AAAAAAAAAcI/Yn2bMHg4QjY/s1600/531426d93b7cf1081481612196a1f152.jpg


assumed the role of president of the
women's units. The Grand Council
included some very senior former
military officers and the BF could

hardly be described as a subversive
force. Other active members included
Arnold Leese and Henry Simpson, the
first fascists to be elected, in 1924, to

a local council, and William Joyce,
executed for treason at the end of the

Second World War.

Maxwell Knight, who later became a
valued member of the Security

Service, joined the movement in 1924
at the request of the Service, for

whom he claimed to have served as
an agent until 1930. Although (or

maybe because) Blakeney was
determined to build the organisation
into an effective and disciplined body,
membership began to decline and by

1930 was virtually moribund. Members
continued to leave and by 1934 the
movement, now called the British
Fascists Ltd., was also in serious

financial trouble.

Special Branch continued to maintain a
watching brief on its activities and in
July reported that its leader, Henry
Christopher Bruce Wilson, had met

Oswald Mosley at the Grosvenor Hotel
to discuss a possible merger of the BF

with the British Union of Fascists
(BUF), but Lintom-Orman, still a force
in the organisation, albeit a spent one,

vetoed the moves.

As with many extreme right-wing
organisations, break-away groups

formed, and by the time of Lintorn-

Orrnan's death in 1935, the BF had
been consigned to history, amidst

rumours that its founder was addicted
to drugs and alcohol, which caused

her death, and that she had formed a
lesbian relationship, leading to a
breach between herself and her

mother.

WE
REMEMBER
Alan Welfare, a Former Union

Movement member and lifelong
Mosley supporter, died of a stroke at

Weston-Super-Mare on February 28th.
Jeff Wallder writes

Alan joined the Movement as a
teenager in the 1960s and was an

active member. He was always good
company, great sense of humour and

a gentleman. He did his best to
prevent the decline of the country he
loved and remained loyal to Mosley
and to Europe until the very end. To
him, we extend the full arm salute.

Terry Wilson writes
Alan was a dear friend and former

neighbour who helped rejuvenate the
League of St George. He had a great

sense of humour and was loyal to
Mosley, UM, the LSG and the vision of
Europe a Nation. At demos when the
reds shouted at him "Nazi", he would
calmly reply: "I am not a Nazi, I am a

Fascist." A true and loyal comrade.
Our thoughts go out to Debbie, Tristan

and Mikela.



YOUR
LETTERS

Message: 

I'm interested on maybe becoming a
member and helping out anyway I

can. I've had enough of being run by
Marxists and our European lands being

invaded. I want to stand up to the
great replacement that we are under

going and the traitors in our midst. I'm
from Milton Keynes.I look forward to

hearing back from you.

Paul

Message: 

Dear NBU good luck with your efforts
and your venture. I was wondering if
you could pass along my details to

some of your east Midlands
representatives. I can't take UKIP or

brexit or the BNP or any of these fools
seriously. the amount of infighting in
the BNP due to Sadie Graham was

ABSOLUTELY UNBELIEVABLE. i think i
met more unstable nutters in the bnp
than any other group LOL !!!!!!!!!!!!!

I am excellent at gardening and
producing food so maybe we could

exchange knowledge and skills etc. I
believe now is the time for FASCISM in

Britain and Europe as i love the
swastika and all but i REALLY don't

want to call myself a national-socialist.

I believe in FASCISM and the power of
a renewed Britain ! A movement like

yours is probably the last chance
Britain has to save itself

Good luck !
All the best

Liam 

Message: 

I’m fairly new to ‘politics’. My views
seem to fit with fascist and right wing

agenda. I’m looking for an active
group that shares my ways of

thinking, to seek education, unity and
action. My biggest interests are animal
welfare, anti Islamisation, immigration

control and patriotism.

Thanks for taking the time to read
this, 

Bobby.

Message:

Really glad I found NBU discipline and
order have been missing from

nationalism for too long proud to
belong to a movement that

understands the meaning of loyalty

All the best

Ross



EURO-
ETHNOCIDE
The submergence of Western

European peoples by the Babylon of
races that the socialists, Reds, Liberal

Party, Labour Party and the
Conservative Party, have allowed to
flood into our countries ultimately

means that true European people will
become minorities in their own

countries in the not too distant future.

The only parties that want to stop this
are the New British Union (U.K.), the

AfD (Germany), Freedom Party
(Netherlands). Front National
(France), The Golden Dawn 

(Greece), Swiss People's Party
(Switzerland), The League (Italy),
Danish People's Party (Denmark),

Sweden Democrats (Sweden),
Freedom Party (Austria), Our Slovakia
(Slovakia), United Patriots (Bulgaria),

The Finns (Finland), Jobbik
(Hungaria), ELAM (Cyprus), Freedom

and Direct Democracy (Czech
Republic).

As New British Union fascists, we are
not alone in this fight! The migrant

crisis taps into fears about
globalization, multi-culturalism, lost of
national identity and ancient cultural
sensibilities. The European Union has
intensified this problem by allowing
millions of so-called refugees into
Europe and then allowing them to

move freely within Europe. The EU
plans to soon force European

countries to accept migrants under a
quota system. This must be stopped
and the right-wing is the only group
that can do this. Leaving the EU is a

must for the U.K. regardless of Ireland
staying in the EU. 

Fortunately, the rise of the right-wing,
by becoming stronger, is changing
things. In Germany, in 2015 Angela

Merkel allowed a million muslims into
Germany. These came from

Afganistan, Iraq, and Syria. This
resulted in the Alternative fϋr

Deutschland Party entering the
Bundestag and becoming the official
opposition party. After a miserable

election, the worst in 70 years, Merkel
now says that the immigrant crisis
would not be repeated. She also

promised that border security would
be beefed up and deportations of

undocumented immigrants stepped
up. A powerful right-wing can change

things!

Immigration rules in Denmark are
among Europe's toughest. The right-
wing Danish People's Party, who are

the second largest party in the Danish
parliament are getting their way.
Denmark allows its police to seize
migrants' property to pay for their
upkeep and has pledged to boost
contraception aid to developing
countries to limit the migration

pressure. These are excellent ideas,
but limiting the procreation of those

migrants who are already in our



countries also needs to be thought
about. The birth rate for immigrants is
nearly double that of Europeans and
their population is growing very fast,

while ours is not.

The death of European culture,
national character and heritage is on

the horizon in Europe, Canada and the
U.S.A. All fascists must work against

this in any legal way possible.

David Clarke 

BOOK
REVIEW: 

Canada in Decay
By Ricardo Duchesne

Published: 2018 by Black House
Publishing Ltd.

376 pages with index

"Canada in Decay" is a masterful work.

The first study to question the
undemocratic policy of mass

immigration and racial diversification
which the Left-Liberal thugs, the

politicians, the mainstream media,
schools, universities, banks and

corporations all promote.

The writer crushes the myth that
immigration "enriches the country"

and shows that it is leading to Euro-
Canadians becoming a small minority
in their own country and eventually,
because of the flood of immigrants
and the disparity in the birth rate of

immigrants, the Euro-Canadian
population will approach near

extinction in the not too distant future.

He also destroys the myth that Canada
is a nation of immigrants when in fact
Canada was settled by Europeans with

almost zero influence of non-
Europeans. 

He points out that the traditional
Leninist language of class struggle is
no longer relevant and that cultural
Marxism is transforming the West

through infiltration and subversion of
western values and cultures through

mass migration.

Duchesne points out that there is a
double standard at work in, not only
Canada, but in all western countries

including the U.K. This double
standard encourages immigrants to

assert their cultures but denies Euro-
Canadians that privilege. Any time a

white person asserts his cultural
identity he is labelled a racist.



With verifiable statistics he shows that
unfettered immigration places a huge

burden on the white taxpayer for
government and health services

absorbed by those immigrants and
further that they do not pay half the

taxes that whites do. In 2014 for
instance, the fiscal burden of
immigrants was $35 billion.1   

In Canada, the blame for this cultural
bias falls squarely on the shoulders of
Pierre E. Trudeau the Prime Minister at

various times in the 1960's, 1970's
and 1980's and continues today under
his son. After the Second World War,
no-one called PM Mackenzie King a

racist when he said in Parliament that
"Canada should remain a white man's
country." King, earlier in his career,
had pointed out that to allow mass

immigration of the races of the Orient
would bring whites face to face with
the loss of their national character.

This book, in very clear words,
exposes the path of destruction of the

West which the Left-liberals have
been, and are, championing.      

David Clarke

1Canada in Decay. Page 114.

We are living
in strange

times 
All the old conceptions have been
falsified, every reproach formerly

made against Fascism has proved true
only of Democracy. Today it is Fascism
that makes for peace, and democracy
for war. It is fascism that inculcates

love, and democracy hate. It is
fascism that insists on truth, and

democracy that is allied with
falsehood. Everything that has been
claimed as attributes of democracy

has been ruthlessly abandoned. Every
cause that good democrats were once
pledged to defend has been betrayed.
It is the Fascist who today upholds the
rights of oppressed minorities, and the
democrat who would deluge the world
with blood to uphold oppression. It is

the fascist who preaches tolerance and
goodwill, and the socialist who seeths

with hatred and malice. It is the
Fascist who would abolish class

distinctions and the socialist who
contents himself with class warfare. It

is the Fascist who strives for world
peace, and the socialist who would
prefer the end of civilisation to any
understanding with Fascists. Hate,

open and unashamed, is the keynote
of socialist propaganda. To fan that
hatred, every incident at home and
abroad is seized upon, distorted and



magnified to provoke anti-fascist
resentment. Nothing is too obscure,
nothing too trivial if it can be used to

increase anti fascist feeling.
Democracy shows all the signs of
senile decay, it can no longer be

trusted to make the simplest
deductions. It still clings pathetically to
all the old catchwords and refuses to

realise that they have long been
emptied of any meaning. 'Freedom of
the press' 'public opinion' even a fool
knows that the media is a privately
owned monopoly, and that public

opinion rarely finds an echo in
democratic news. 

FASCIST
REVOLUTION
British Fascism is a revolutionary

movement, and Fascists must live in
the spirit of revolution. We seek to
achieve that revolution through the
future vote of the people for good

reasons. We are the better
revolutionaries because we employ
legal methods of persuasion and
conviction. This is the difference

between revolutions that succeed and
those that fail. No revolution can

endure that does not rest on the will
of the people, to create a new
civilisation they must stabilise

revolution. That can not be done
without the consent and co-operation

of the people, and without it
revolution means nothing and our

labours would be in vain. No one who
understands Fascism would strive to
impose Government upon the people
against their will. Their Government

must rest on the willing consent of the
people or it will fail. Those who
represent Fascism as the violent

seizure of power by a minority against
the will of the people entirely

misunderstand and misrepresent its
true character. Those are methods of
the past which only survive in small
countries which have temporarily

succumbed to a military coup d’etat.
The character of British Fascism differs
completely from such methods of the

past. New British Union is a movement
of revolution of authority and
discipline. But the discipline is

voluntary willingly accepted by a free
people for the great purpose of

national regeneration. It is the choice
of people who have learnt the obvious

lesson that to pull together gives
greater strength than to pull apart.

The leadership principle of Fascism is
the acceptance of the equally plain
fact that direction must come from

some authority if any complex
operations or corporate purpose is to
succeed. Fascism, in fact, is the creed

of a nation that has discarded the
illusion of childhood that freedom rests
in everyone talking at once and each

individual pursuing what appears to be
their personal interest regardless of

the common welfare. In national
affairs as in the daily business of adult

individuals we will substitute the
obligations of manhood for the

anarchy of the nursery. Fascism is a



revolution of the mind and spirit and
must be bought to the people as a

whole, we have to use not only every
instrument of propaganda, but the

faith within us to convert the mass of
the people. Fascism is the leadership
of a dedicated minority who by the
force of their will and conviction will

convert a whole people to a new world
idea. In our ranks we illustrate this

voluntary discipline, the self
abnegation and the acceptance of
leadership. By the force of these

principles we have built a nation wide
movement. This is the creed of

revolutionaries dedicated to a faith
and bound together by Fascist

Brotherhood. 

GARY RAIKES 

BLACK WOLF
RADIO

Please support BWR tune in and share
episodes of weekly news round up's

with NBU members and Officers

LINK

https://t.co/9YUwwggrYz

The voice of New British Union



NEW MEDIA
OFFICER

My name is Rene Fraser and I am 16
years old. I made an appearance by
Skype in the recent meeting of the a

Fascist Council. I was born in the
Czech Republic but lived in England

since I was 3 years old. My mother is
Czech, and my father is English and
are both white. I joined the NBU on

the 29th March 2019. That was the day
I lost faith of the current world order
and the traditional system. I was a

UKIP supporter before joining the NBU
but changed once I realised that they
were the same as the lying moderates.
I am the Media Officer, which means I

manage the NBU Media YouTube
channel and help build a social media

presence for the NBU. Having a
consistent and engaging web presence
does wonders for our cause, no matter
if the globalist elite try to censor it. I
would like to give thanks to Gary and

everyone else for giving me this
opportunity. I would also like to

remind our readers and supporters
that, no matter how hard the current

order tries to dethrone us fascists, that
FACTS are always on our side and this
is the most powerful weapon we can

utilise. 

If anyone wishes to contact me, my
twitter is @ReneFraserNBU and my

email is 

renefraser.personal@gmail.com. 

I strongly recommend anybody with a
YouTube account to subscribe to NBU

Media.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC
qUUb5NCEHDxb0KkZjaOGEA

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqUUb5NCEHDxb0KkZjaOGEA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqUUb5NCEHDxb0KkZjaOGEA
mailto:renefraser.personal@gmail.com



